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Alpha Theta Chi

Alpha Theta Chi fraternity is an organization which has great pride in its long-standing history of Athletic Dominance, uninhibited loyalty, and insurmountable unity. Since its formation nearly 20 years ago, the X’er tradition has been a one-for-all and all-for-one attitude. Being a fraternal Brother of Alpha Theta Chi, is an experience comparable to none. It is an organization of men bounded together with true friendship and invincible spirit. “In Unity There is Strength; and in Strength Unity.”
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Beta Sigma Chi

The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi Fraternity take great pride in the fact that it is the oldest established fraternity on Bryant's campus. Founded in 1925, it has endured and flourished while maintaining a high quality of brotherhood and achievement.

Beta stresses both academic and social success in its brothers. The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi, constantly striving to keep Beta on top, develop a sense of responsibility, maturity, and involvement.

Beta has consistently fielded successful athletic teams in such sports as football, softball, and basketball. The drive to win and the enjoyment of participation are shared equally by the brothers.

Though 1969 brings the end of Beta's great Personality Weekend and the graduation of many cherished brothers, it also brings the promise of continued success and brotherhood to all those proud to be brothers of Beta Sigma Chi Fraternity.
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Delta Sigma Phi

Brotherhood is best described as a group of men striving to obtain certain goals in life. Instead of striving forth alone, they all work together in harmony, and through the varied activities each is so much richer in the understanding of life and himself.

Unlike most fraternities, Chi Gamma Iota was founded in 1947 by a group of ex-GI's from World War II. These men knew the meaning of life in its fullest sense. With this understanding Chi Gamma Iota was organized for the purposes of enriching others who chose to follow.

On June 2, 1968, Chi Gamma Iota became a colony of Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity. Currently we are in the process of becoming a chapter of Delta Sig.

Delta Sigma Phi was founded on the tenth day of December 1899. The fraternity had its beginning in New York City as a mutual and cooperative movement of a body of regular students of the College of the City of New York, Columbia University, and New York University.

Conceived in the new hope of the dawning 20th century, the fraternity was created, as the articles of incorporation declared, to "fulfill the desire of serious young college men for a fellowship and brotherhood, as near a practical working ideal as possible, not fettered with too many traditional prejudices and artificial standards of membership, and accompanied by a clean, pure and honorable chapter home life."
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On May 16, 1968, Alpha Omicron Fraternity became Beta Nu Chapter of Phi Epsilon Pi Fraternity. Since March 15, 1968, Alpha Omicron has been going through a period of colonization.

Its history is like that of the Bible, the old and the new. The old history began in 1957 when 20 young Korean War veterans formed a fraternity. In 1958 the fraternity was accepted by the Greek Letter Council. Now this fraternity has changed to the Beta Nu chapter of Phi Epsilon Pi. The brothers are anxiously awaiting the time when they will be able to break ground for the new home of Phi Epsilon Pi on Bryant's new campus.
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Phi Kappa Tau was founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, on March 17, 1906. Conceived by a group of four men, William H. Shideler, Clinton D. Boyd, Taylor A. Borрадаile, and Dwight I. Douglass, Phi Kappa Tau's is the fourth of five national fraternities to be founded on the Miami campus.

The ideals of Phi Kappa Tau are found in its Creed:

"Phi Kappa Tau, by admitting me to membership, has conferred upon me a mark of distinction in which I take just pride. I believe in the spirit of brotherhood for which it stands. I shall strive to attain its ideals, and by so doing to bring to it honor and credit. I shall be loyal to my college and my chapter and shall keep my strong ties to them that I may ever retain the spirit of youth. I shall be a good and loyal citizen. I shall try always to discharge the obligation to others which arises from the fact that I am a fraternity man."
ROW 1: Michael Whitney, Jim DeMaio, Steve Rothman, Steve Berlin, Doug Krupp, Joe Palma, Dan Geiger, Rich Sardella, Tom Henderson, Dave Greenblatt, Miles Low, Tom Young, Phil Walker
ROW 2: Bill Blaney, Jim Perry, Dom Palumbo, Mike Zorra, Ben Ribardo, Dave Sgorbati, Rudy Nicolloni, Mark Koellmer, Tom Duda, Dave Schankel, Dave Huggins
ROW 3: Rebel, Walt Lindquist, Dan Mellen, Tom Duffy, Dave Paire, Ken Snow, Tom Ludwig, Jeff Hodgdon, Don Servidone, Al Szabo, Dick Baker, Jim Walk
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It shall be the object of the Iota Chapter to establish lasting friendship among college students, to acquire individually a high degree of mental culture, to be courageous, to attain personally a high moral standard, to develop the interests of its members in school activities, and to encourage loyalty to the Alma Mater.

In general, the purpose of Phi Sigma Nu is to work towards the fulfillment of the Phi Sigma Nu pledge of Fraternity.

MISS BRYANT IS HERE
PHI BAG SIX WELCOME YOU
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Tau Epsilon Phi

Tau Epsilon Phi, formerly Sigma Lambda Pi local fraternity, was officially installed on the Bryant campus as Sigma Lambda Chapter on November 19, 1967 and is the 87th chapter of Tau Epsilon Phi in order of establishment. It is also the first nationally affiliated fraternity to appear at Bryant.

Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity was founded on October 19, 1910 by a group of ten students at Columbia University. Founded on the ideals of friendship, chivalry, and service, Tau Epsilon Phi quickly gained a place on other American college and university campuses. Today, it boast 92 chapters and 7 colonies across the nation, including two chapters in Canada. Some of the schools at which chapters are located are New York University, Tufts, Boston University, McGill, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Dartmouth, to name a few.

Tau Epsilon Phi at Bryant College is very active in campus functions and is the sponsor of Sno’ Queen Weekend, which is hailed as one of the biggest events on the Bryant calendar. Sno’ Queen is held every December, and this year Sigma Lambda Chapter was indeed proud to present its 31st such weekend. The TEP’s at Bryant are also very active in the Annual Heart Fund Drive and in the Cancer Drive.
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Looking back at TKE for the year 1968-69, we see much in the way of progress. In early November the once Beta iota Beta officially became Lambda Phi chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon, the largest national fraternity in the country.

Of course, many changes were forthcoming within the fraternity's structure, but the members were still the same.

It seemed apparent that no matter what the name of the organization, they would be tough contenders in sports. And so, TKE was the team to beat in football, basketball, and softball.

Obviously, no fraternity would be without parties and so it was with TKE. The parties first semester provided an atmosphere to acquaint freshmen with our members before pledging. Maybe it was all the great parties that convinced Bryant College's largest pledge class to go TKE, or was it the fraternal spirit in the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon?

There is always the everyday working of a fraternity—the job of getting things done that help shape a fraternity into Bryant's largest. A testimonial to a retiring advisor, a Christmas party for the Boys' Club, a helping hand to Bryant, and the success of May Queen made it apparent that TKE was organized and responsive to the people around them.

Yes, in this year, as well as in every year since its founding, TKE has demonstrated the true purpose of a fraternity—that of promoting friendship and welfare not only with its membership, but also with people around TKE.
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The founding of the Zeta Beta Tau National was inspired by Professor Richard J. H. Gottheil, of Columbia University. A group of New York City students gathered on the evening of December 29, 1898, and formed the initial organization, which was intended to beam American replica of a Vienna student society. This new student society was originally called "Z.B.T." (not Greek letters and with periods between letters). From its very beginning it cultivated a spirit of brotherhood among its members and sought to be of service to them.

In 1903, the first chapter was formed at City College, New York. In 1904, chapters were started at New York University and Columbia, and in 1907, others were established throughout the general vicinity. Thereafter, chapters were established throughout the United States with the development of opportunities in the East, Midwest, South, and then the Far West.

Undergraduate units are now successful all over the United States and Canada. In every way, including the geographical distribution of the undergraduate chapters, ZBT is truly a national and international fraternity. ZBT alumni now resides all over the world.

In October of 1913, the Fraternity's recognized, The Zeta Beta Tau Quarterly, appeared for the first time. The fraternity has been a senior member of the National Interfraternity Council since 1912, having joined in that status when the National Interfraternity was three years old. There are now sixty-one member fraternities in the United States and Canada. College fraternities, as we know them, are unique to the North American Campuses. In some European, South American and other countries there are, or have been, student societies, but these are very different.
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